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Organizations’ data protection 
concerns are increasing

As a result, cloud users who must comply with 
GDPR have become more anxious about access 
to their data through cloud service providers. 
Depending on the criticality of data, protection 
mechanisms such as encryption need to be 
applied.

In 2020, Microsoft introduced the reference 
implementation called Double Key Encryption 
(DKE) for protecting your organization’s most 
sensitive data. 

DKE is constantly being further developed  
and integrated into solutions from Microsoft’s 
ecosystem partners (e.g., Thales, DuoKey, 
Securosys). You can also build and develop 
custom solutions based on this reference 
implementation. 

In this paper, we focus on DKE functionalities  
and aspects to consider per deployment mode. 

The Schrems II ruling of the 
European Court of Justice 
voided the Privacy Shield as 
a safe transfer mechanism 
for personal data to the 
U.S., because it considers 
U.S. surveillance laws1 to be 
incompatible with privacy 
rights under the General 
Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR). 

1  For example, FISA (Foreign Surveillance Act) Section 702 and 
E.O. (Executive Order) 12333 are explicitly mentioned in the 
Schrems II ruling.
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The Privacy Shield agreement established, that US 
enterprises who are (self) certified under Privacy Shield, 
grant the same level of data protection as countries 
within the European Economic Area (= EU + Norway, 
Liechtenstein and Iceland).2 Data exporters could 
engage with them just like with any other data 
processing enterprise within the regional scope  
of GDPR.

On July 16, 2020 the Court of Justice of the European 
Union (CJEU) ruled that the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield 
agreement is no longer a valid safeguard for 
transferring personal data to the U.S.3 This is called  
the Schrems II decision.4 

This doesn’t mean that a transfer of personal data to 
the U.S. – or any other third country – is generally 
prohibited under GDPR. All other options of legitimate 
transfer of personal data from the EU to third countries 
are still valid.5 Most commonly used are the Standard 
Contractual Clauses (SCCs), which were recently 
updated.6 With the Schrems II decision, the CJEU 
explicitly confirmed the legitimacy of SCCs. Yet the 
decision imposes obligations on a controller 
transferring data (data exporter) and the recipient of 
the data (data importer) to verify, prior to any transfer, 
whether national law in the third country is compatible 
with the provisions of the SCCs.

Background on Schrems II ruling

2  The Privacy Shield can be seen as a partial adequacy decision  
of the European Commission. It’s only partial, as the adequacy 
decision only applies to data processors in the U.S. that have 
registered in the Privacy Shield list and not to the whole country.  
For a list of countries for which the European Commission has issued 
adequacy decisions see here.
3  The judgment C-3111/18 can be found here.
4  Max Schrems is an Austrian privacy activist who gained popularity 
with his complaints against processing of his personal data by 

Facebook in the U.S (“Europe versus Facebook”) and the “Schrems I” 
decision of the European Court of Justice voiding the predecessor 
of the Privacy Shield “Safe Harbour.”
5  For the conditions under which transfer of personal data to third 
countries is legitimate see GDPR Art 45-49. The main types of 
“appropriate safeguards” that exporters may use for a transfer to a 
third country are: standards data protection clauses (standard 
contractual clauses/SCCs), binding corporate rules (BCRs), codes of 
conduct, certification mechanisms, ad hoc contractual clauses.

Typically, contracts with large U.S.-based cloud and 
software-as-a-service vendors include SCCs for 
legitimizing the transfer of data to third countries.  
But since the Privacy Shield was voided, additional 
measures need to be taken to safeguard personal data.

6  On the July 4, 2021 the European Commission preapproved new 
Standard Contractual Clauses. See here.

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/international-dimension-data-protection/adequacy-decisions_en#:~:text=The%20European%20Commission%20has%20so,framework)%20as%20providing%20adequate%20protection.
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf. The press release can be found here: https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/upload/docs/application/pdf/2020-07/cp200091en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/international-dimension-data-protection/standard-contractual-clauses-scc_en
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Recommendations for 
supplementary measures  
to safeguard transfers 
The European Data Protection Board (EDPB) published 
recommendations on measures that supplement 
transfer tools (such as SCCs) to ensure compliance with 
the EU level of protection of personal data7. Encryption, 
disabling the cloud service provider’s access to data in 
clear text, is among them. If a data exporter doesn’t 

have the means to pass on data to a public authority, 
then that’s the most effective protection. In its 
recommendations, the EDPB gives an example  
case, which would provide sufficient protection  
using encryption8. 

7  The first draft of these recommendations was published in 
November 2021. The final version, after public consultation, was 
decided June 18, 2021 and published on June 21, 2021. See here. 

8  See Annex II, Use Case 1 of the EDPB Recommendations (p. 30) 
and here.
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https://edpb.europa.eu/news/news/2021/edpb-adopts-final-version-recommendations-supplementary-measures-letter-eu_en
https://edpb.europa.eu/system/files/2021-06/edpb_recommendations_202001vo.2.0_supplementarymeasurestransferstools_en.pdf
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There are different methods of deploying encryption 
such as native encryption, Bring Your Own Key 
(BYOK)9, Hold Your Own Key (HYOK) or even bringing 
the whole encryption methodology, encryption 
algorithm included (BYOE – Bring Your Own 
Encryption). They all keep data safe from 
unauthorized, malicious access by outsiders, but they 
provide a different level of protection against access 
by the cloud service provider itself. They don’t all fulfill 
the criteria listed in the recommendations of the EDPB 
(see footnote 8 of this document). One example is 
that the encryption keys are retained solely under the 
control of the data exporter or at least an entity 
within a country that is considered to have an 
adequate level of data protection. 

As with any processing activity of personal data under 
GDPR, technical and organizational measures should 
be applied, taking into account the harm a breach of 
confidentiality, integrity or availability of personal data 
would cause data subjects, as well as the likelihood  
of a breach (a risk-based approach). Likewise with 
transfers to third countries, you need to scrutinize  
and implement appropriate safeguards and 
supplementary organizational, contractual or 
technical measures on a case-by-case basis. 

Different encryption  
deployment methods

Rules

9  With Azure Key Vault, keys generated in customer hardware 
security modules (HSMs) can be imported and used for encryption. 
This scenario is referred to as Bring Your Own Key, or BYOK. Azure 
role-based access control (Azure RBAC) is an authorization system 
built on Azure Resource Manager that provides fine-grained access 

management of Azure resources and allows users to manage Key, 
Secrets and Certificate’s permissions. It provides one place to 
manage all permissions across all key vaults. Those who do not trust 
this protection and the contractual component, for example, should 
look for other solutions for their most valuable data.

They all keep data safe 
from unauthorized, 
malicious access by 
outsiders, but they 
provide a different level 
of protection against 
access by the cloud 
service provider itself. 

5
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Considering GDPR criteria, the latest Schrems II ruling 
or any other organization-specific requirements to 
protect your most confidential data, Microsoft’s 
Double Key Encryption might be the right choice for 
retaining complete control over access to data in clear 
text vis-à-vis the cloud service provider. DKE can be 
implemented in different ways – each with its own set 
of advantages and potential drawbacks. We advise 
having an experienced partner who can help with the 
implementation of the right solution.

In general, DKE uses two keys to protect data.  
One key is managed securely by your organization  
in a DKE service and a second key is stored in 
Microsoft Azure Key Vault (e.g., BYOK). You can use 
Microsoft Information Protection (MIP) solutions  
to classify data and apply Double Key Encryption  
directly in an Office application such as Word, Excel  
or PowerPoint. This allows you  to maintain full  
control over your protected data regardless of  
where it’s stored. 

It’s important to understand what Double Key 
Encryption can provide to cover business or 
regulatory requirements to protect your 
organization’s data, and whether DKE is the  
right solution to cover these requirements. 

Controlling access to data 
with Double Key Encryption 
by Microsoft

DKE can be 
implemented in 
different ways – each 
with its own set of 
advantages and 
potential drawbacks.

6
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How DKE Encryption works
The accompanying diagrams provide an overview of  
how encryption and decryption work for Double Key 
Encryption. The basic principle is that the document  
key, which is used to encrypt the document content,  
is additionally encrypted with the DKE customer key, 
provided and hosted by the customer. 
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Encryption Flow
The accompanying diagram shows the process when a document is being protected using DKE.

When a user saves a document classified with a label 
that has DKE configured (e.g., Top Secret), the AIP 
(Azure Information Protection) client applies DKE 
protection to the file. A document key is generated 
and used to encrypt the content of the document. 

That key is then encrypted with the customer’s DKE 
key before it’s sent to the Azure Rights Management 
(Azure RMS) service along with the document policy. 
The publishing license, including the document policy 
and DKE-encrypted document, is then encrypted with 

the Azure RMS key (Microsoft Managed Key or Bring 
Your Own Key). After the publishing license is signed 
with the user’s certificate, the AIP client creates the file 
from the publishing license and the encrypted 
document content. 

Create random 
AES key (symmetric)

Request public 
customer key from 
DKE webservice & 
encrypt document key 
with the customer key

Top Secret  
Document

Encrypt the document 
key  
& document  
policy with the 
organizations public 
Azure RMS key

Encrypt document 
content with 
document key

Create document  
policy including:
- Access permissions
- Expiration date

Sign publishing license 
with user 
certificate

Create file from 
publishing license  
and encrypted 
document content

Symmetric 
document  

key

1

Encrypted 
document  

content

2

Document key  
encrypted with 
customer public  

DKE key

3

Encrypted publishing 
license, including the 
document policy & 

document key

5

Document  
Policy

4

Encrypted & signed  
publishing license

6

Final “DKE“  
encrypted 
document

7

AES 128bit (AES 256bit*) Unique document key. A new key is generated for each new document
RSA 2048bit The customer key provided by the DKE service, managed and hosted by the customer
RSA 2048bit Microsoft Managed Key or Bring You Own Key, based on chosen key topology for Azure RMS

AIP client

* Currently AES 256bit key only used for .pfile, .ptxt, .pjpg and ISO standard encryption for PDF
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Decryption Flow
The accompanying diagram shows the process when a DKE-protected document is being decrypted on access.

The decryption flow (e.g., when a user is opening/
accessing a DKE-protected document) works in the 
opposite direction from encryption. First, the AIP 
client sends the publishing license to the Azure RMS 
service, which decrypts the license to check whether 

Send publishing  
license and the 
user’s certificate  
to RMS service 
(no document 
content is sent  
to RMS service)

* Currently AES 256bit key only used for .pfile, .ptxt, .pjpg and ISO standard encryption for PDF

AIP client
Access

Decrypt use license & 
document key with 
users’ private RSA key

Send DKE encrypted 
document key to DKE 
webservice for 
decryption

Decrypt document 
context using the 
decrypted document 
key

Azure  
RMS service

Azure RMS service

1

Decrypted  
document key  
and publishing 

 license, including 
document policy

Use license, 
including user rights

User rights  
& DKE  

encrypted 
document  

key

5

Package of document 
key and use license, 

encrypted with users’ 
public RSA key

Unencrypted  
document key 

returned to client 
(https)

6

Decrypted document 
with applied user rights

7

AES 128bit (AES 256bit*) Unique document key. A new key is generated for each new document
RSA 2048bit The customer key provided by the DKE servic,e managed and hosted by the customer
RSA 2048bit Microsoft Managed Key or Bring You Own Key, based on chosen key topology for Azure RMS
RSA 2048bit Microsoft Manager Key or Bring Your Own Key, based on chosen topology for Azure RMS

the requesting user has access to the document and 
which rights are provided to the user. The Azure RMS 
service then responds with the (still DKE-encrypted) 
document key along with the Rights Management  
use license, containing the user’s permissions to  
the document.  

The AIP client then sends the DKE-encrypted 
document key to the DKE web service, which verifies 
the request and provides the decrypted document 
key back to the client. The client is then able to 
decrypt the document content to be accessed by  
the user.

Encrypt 
document key 
with users’  
public RSA key 
and send it back 
to the client 
along the use 
license

Evaluate access 
permissions of 
requesting user 
according to 
document policy

Verify signature & 
decrypt publishing 
license with 
organizations  
Azure RMS key

2 3 4
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How much protection you need and the right 
approach to address it will vary depending on your 
organization’s specific requirements. For example,  
you may want to think about how your organization 
will be affected by the U.S. Cloud Act and conduct  
an appropriate risk analysis. Depending on how  
much risk you’re willing to accept, additional security 
measures may be required. Double Key Encryption 
could help mitigate the risk in this case. 

In other cases, there may be legal requirements to 
keep the encryption keys within the geographical 
boundary. DKE would also be the right choice for this 
use case. In addition, you may face regulations and 
compliance requirements within your industry that 
require more sophisticated measures to protect and 
manage encryption keys protecting critical assets.

Because the data worth being protected by DKE 
usually includes very secret and sensitive information, 
and people relying on that information are often  
VIPs, it may make sense to establish 24/7 support.

It should also be noted that the current DKE 
implementation does not cover email functionality.  
To cover the email use case as well, you should 
consider offering alternatives such as S/MIME for 
Office Message Encryption to users. In general, 
Microsoft is working on further functionalities and  
we expect that email encryption will also be realizable 
via DKE in the future.

The right approach depends  
on your requirements 

10
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There are several options for how  
a DKE solution can be deployed  
and implemented. Microsoft provides 
a reference implementation to show 
how DKE works. This reference 
implementation is not recommended 
to be deployed to production, but 
there are Microsoft partners and 
vendors that provide a DKE solution 
ready to be deployed. In addition, 
you may decide to implement  
a custom solution based on the 
reference implementation provided 
by Microsoft.

Microsoft reference implementation
Microsoft offers Double Key Encryption as a solution 
where compliance requirements dictate that data is 
only accessible by the owner (customer) of the data. In 
other words, Microsoft could hold encrypted content 
of the data in one of its services, but not be able to 
decrypt the data on the backend.

Microsoft offers a DKE reference implementation that 
can be used to deploy a proof of concept, but this is 
only recommended for testing to get an understanding 
of how the solution works; it should not be used in 
production. A few things to note:

• The encryption keys are stored in plain text in DKE 
web service.

• Administrative efforts are high and mostly manual.

• The user is first authenticated using Azure Active 
Directory (Azure AD) and then processed for 
possible policies. Then the user is authorized 
in the DKE service, and for each change in the 
authorization list the service has to be restarted.

Insert copy

Implementation options
Focus on vendor-provided and custom solutions

Given these issues, we focus more on vendor-provided 
and custom solutions. However, you can learn more 
about the reference implementation here.

Vendor-provided solution
This section covers deployment-ready solutions for 
DKE provided by Microsoft partners or other vendors. 

High-level architecture

Most solutions available to implement Double  
Key Encryption rely on the integration of commonly 
used key management solutions (hardware security 
module providers, HSM) from different vendors.  
The accompanying diagram shows a high-level 
architecture, which is common across most of the 
available solutions.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/double-key-encryption?view=o365-worldwide
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High-level DKE architecture

Content key
Customer key in key store
Customer key in Azure

Key Broker

Azure  
Key Vault

Key Store

Metadata

Load Balancer Gateway WAF
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Key Broker

The key broker provides the core services and business 
logic for the DKE solution, managing the lifecycle of 
encryption keys, allowing for separation, creation and 
control, including revocation. This component is hosted 
as a web service that acts as the interface between the 
client (e.g., Microsoft Office with unified labeling client) 
and the key store. All the communication between the 
client and the key broker must use HTTPS. 

At a minimum, the key broker provides the “getkey” 
and “decrypt” interfaces for encryption and decryption 
operations for DKE. The encryption operation is 
performed using the DKE public key, provided by the 
getkey interface. Decryption operations are handled 
via the decrypt interface using the DKE private key. The 
decrypt endpoint requires an authenticated request to 
be accessible by the client. Authentication to this 
endpoint is usually performed automatically by the 
Office client (or unified labeling client), performing SSO 
using the credentials of the locally signed-in user. 
When the client requests access to the decrypt 
endpoint of the DKE service, the key broker will 
perform verification of the provided authentication 
token, validating attributes such as tenant ID and 
service hostname, before responding to a decryption 
request.  

As an option, and if supported by the solution, 
additional authorization can be performed as part of 
the decryption request. As an example, some vendors 
are using Open Policy Agent (OPA), which is a policy 
engine used to implement access control.

The key broker/web service can usually be deployed  
as a containerized solution or standalone service.  
The accompanying diagram provides an overview  
of a key broker deployed as a container.

Overview of components for key broker setup

Docker Image Configuration

Container Platform

HTTPS

HSM#1

HSM#2
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Key store (HSM, MPC, etc.)

Key management provides the foundation for the 
secure generation, storage, distribution, use and 
destruction of keys. The proper management of 
encryption keys is essential since the security of 
protected information directly depends on the strength 
of the keys and the effectiveness of mechanisms and 
protocols associated with key lifecycle management.

Organizations are presented with many choices in the 
use of encryption mechanisms for key management. 
Inappropriate choices may result in little or no security 
at all.

A key store is a simple database or repository for secret 
keys, certificates or key pairs. It’s essentially a way to 
generate, load, save, protect or interact with one or 
more encryption keys. How you handle the keys 
depends on the format of the key store based on the 
computational/storage system that backs it.

Taking control of the full lifecycle of encryption key 
management helps to gain efficiency with centralized 
management across multiple environments. It also 

enables you to automate and comply with most data 
protection standards for secure key management. 

In the context of Double Key Encryption, this is where 
HSMs come in. HSMs help to overcome the limitation 
in capabilities to store keys securely and being able to 
perform encryption operations without exposing the 
keys. HSMs store the keys in protected area, usually 
physically protected, and operate as a special-purpose 
key store that allows access to encryption keys through 
the key broker. 

HSMs also vary in terms of level of assurance; an 
example is FIPS-140, which is one of the standards that 
covers various levels of design assurance and resilience, 
including physical and operational environment and 
key management. Other HSMs provide more featured 
key management and authorizations capabilities. 

Additionally, there are evolving solutions on the market 
that can be used as a key store for DKE such as secure 
multi-party computation (MPC), which can be a valid 
alternative to an HSM. The accompanying table 
provides a comparison of key store options.

14
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Vendor-provided solution: Key store comparison and options

On-premises HSM Cloud HSM MPC (secure multi-party computation)

Description Traditional way to securely manage and store 
encryption keys; originated as physical devices 
 that were built especially for cryptographic 
operations and deployed within the customer’s 
own data center.

Cloud-based HSM delivered as a service, providing 
enterprise-grade key security, and linked to the 
enterprise cloud strategy.

Key management based on secure multi-party 
computation, operated on commodity hardware, 
that provides encryption services without the need 
for traditional HSM.

Considerations Suitable for large organizations that require 
complete and isolated control over key 
management operations with high volume of 
transactional requirements such as intensive  
crypto operations and high performance.

Appropriate for statistical and predicted  
workloads where the applications require low 
latency, especially if the key broker is hosted  
on the same location.

Fulfill compliance restrictions and requirements  
on data location and key management 
specifications and standards based on  
selected operational mode.

Suitable for small or medium organizations  
which already leveraging a lot of cloud services.

The cloud model offers simplicity, flexibility 
and agility with high service availability.

Best option for a cloud-first approach where a 
predicted operational expenditure is preferred 
rather than high upfront investments .

Appropriate for deterministic workloads  
where performance and latency are not critical.

Better option for distributed key broker 
deployments.

Elasticity based on opex makes it the best  
option for testing/PoC for pilot users.

Based on an as-a-service model, it’s vendor 
locked.

Fulfilling compliance requirements is service 
provider responsibility.

Decentralized cryptographic services where no 
single party has access to the entire key. 

Deployment architecture and separation of nodes 
must be considered for the overall level of security.

Entirely software based, helping to design and 
develop key management solution based on 
customized requirements.

Fully virtualized, providing high agility and 
scalability; flexibility to deploy in any environment 
(on-premises, cloud).

Best supporting multi-deployment and operational 
models.

Available solution can meet regulatory 
requirements like FIPS 140-3 (replacing FIPS 140-2 
resp.).
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Infrastructure and availability

To distribute the workloads across multiple resources, 
load balancing aims to optimize and manage resource 
usage, throughput and latency. A load balancer or 
reverse proxy can be deployed in front of the key 
broker service to expose the service endpoint over 
Transport Level Security (TLS). 

In some cases, a multi-region deployment may be 
required to increase redundancy and availability of the 
DKE solution, as it’s considered a critical service.

There are few factors to consider concerning load 
balancing of the solution:

• The most important consideration is how to 
configure the service security such as firewall and 
network access. As an additional layer of security,  
a web application firewall can be added to protect 
the web service from common exploits and 
vulnerabilities. 

• Since the communication between the key broker 
and client requires HTTPS, the consideration of 
traffic type covers whether the key broker is public 
facing or privately exposed within the intranet.

• Implementing load balancing across regions: 
whether the load balancing happens within a  
single region, a single region with distributed/
multiple access points or supporting multi-region 
deployments. In other words, the load balancing 

can be implemented at a global level, where  
traffic is being distributed across multiple regional 
deployments, clouds or on-premises services or at 
the regional/local level where traffic is distributed 
within a single region/data center.

• The availability of the key broker and service level 
agreement based on the required performance, 
service usage (load), latency and time loss,  
impact of service failure or other dependencies:  
For example, some vendors may limit the number 
of simultaneous sessions to the key store, rendering 
the service not available for some users. The  
cost associated with managing the solution built 
surrounding the DKE solution: In addition to the 
cost of building the service itself, whether it’s 
container based or a standalone service, the 
operational cost for managing the solution that 
has been built around it, including load balancing 
or other network infrastructure, should be 
considered. This is especially true when deploying 
the service in multi-geo locations with a 
considerable number  
of users.

• The limitation of the load balancing solution:  
This includes the number of nodes supported, 
network and security rules numbers and 
configuration, and connection limits.

High-level multi-region DKE architecture

This graphic demonstrates flexible HSM 
deployment for global DKE service in multiple 
geo-locations.

EMEA

APAC

NORAM
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Considerations for DKE deployment

For the deployment of DKE solutions, the following 
factors should be considered: 

1.	 Different	cryptographic	technologies are used 
throughout governments and industries to protect 
data; the cryptographic algorithms are the 
fundamentals to these technologies. Hence it’s 
important to develop a risk-based approach when 
selecting standard or proprietary algorithms. The 
approach should consider crypto agility to ensure 
that security requirements and business operations 
are addressed, identify the necessary resources to 
include and consider future technologies.

2.	 Risk	factors	affecting	cryptoperiods including:

• Key generation and its compliance with certain 
regulations

• Key backup with the desired security level in 
the environment where the backup is taking 
place (remote backup, key replication, etc.)

• Key migration/rollout to transfer keys to a new 
environment or key rollover and the related 
methods and processes 

• Number of nodes in the deployments that 
share a common key

• Key sizes and hardware/software limits  

• Cost of key revocation and replacement

3. Geo-location capabilities to address global needs 
by allowing access to encryption keys in desired 
geographies and commitment to provide in-geo 
business communication and collaboration, along 
with ensuring compliance requirements for data 
sharing and residency

4. Admin interfaces: integration with key 
management systems or command line/GUI and 
dashboards

5.	 Application	integration where proven integration 
is preferred for compliance/technology changes

6. Automation helps in deploying and managing the 
solution programmatically to assist the organization 
in crypto agility, such as implementation updates 
through software.

7. Transaction limitation for cryptographic 
operations and administrative operations, including 
management interface (command line interface, 
admin portals, dashboards, etc.) and the integration 
with key management systems.

8.	 A	DKE	solution	offered	by	a	vendor	is	designed	
to	meet	broad	requirements	for	a	large	audience	
rather than the specific requirements of a customer. 
On the other hand, it comes with lower upfront 
cost and a wider feature set, compared with a 
customized solution.  However, considering 

support, license and upgrade costs over time, 
a vendor solution may exceed the cost of a 
customized solution.

9.	 The	limitation	on	how	fast	the	solution	can	
evolve with your business needs, growth and 
changes may prevent you from upgrading, and at 
some point, the software may become obsolete  
if the vendor goes out of business. (Typically, a 
vendor can’t match the development speed of 
Microsoft.) 

10.	Budget	availability	and	funding for the associated 
cost and finding the most cost-effective solution 
that fits your organization’s operational model can 
be challenging.

11.	Change	management to adjust processes  
when bringing in the new product is a hidden 
consideration. The solution may not align with your 
business operations and may include security and 
technical requirements that don’t match your 
organization’s policies and guidelines.
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Recommendations regarding vendor solutions 

A vendor-based solution for DKE is suitable for most 
use cases and customer requirements. If the resources 
to operate and maintain such a solution are limited, 
you should select a solution from a popular and 
well-established vendor. In particular, long-term 
support for such a critical solution is crucial; that kind  
of support may not be provided by smaller players.

A vendor-based solution usually also provides 
compliance with certified standards, especially where 
many industries mandate to follow certain frameworks 
and best practices regarding key storage and 
management, such as separation between  
encryption service and key operations.

18
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Custom solution
If Double Key Encryption is essential for your 
organization’s security strategy, but a vendor-based 
solution doesn’t fit into your operational model or 
doesn’t meet specific requirements, a custom solution 
may be the best option. Reasons to consider a custom 
solution include:

• Regulatory requirements

• Compliance or internal security policies  
(protection of critical assets)

• Policies that prevent use of DKE products from 
available vendors

• Solution from third-party vendor doesn’t fulfill 
internal requirements

• Political decision to remain in complete control  
over systems that handle critical assets 

Obviously, the biggest benefit of building a custom 
solution is that it can be tailored completely to your 
organization’s security requirements. Example 
scenarios include when a specific authorization process 
is required as part of accessing the DKE service, or 
there are key management requirements that aren’t 
offered by a vendor’s solution.

Considerations for a custom solution

When designing and planning a custom-built solution 
for DKE, the following should be considered:

Time	and	effort: A custom solution comes with 
significant time and effort in terms of development and 
implementation. In addition, experienced staff, 
including software developers and security experts, is 
required. They need the capability to develop an 
application/web service following security best 
practices (secure coding, handling encryption keys, 
etc.). Hiring an external partner for the software 
development/implementation efforts may be a valid 
option, but you need to ensure that the application is 
handed over properly and long-term support and 
maintenance (internally or externally) are guaranteed.

Availability:	The solution must be designed to achieve 
a certain level of availability, as it’s a critical service to 
access most highly confidential information. If the 
service is not available, access to documents is not 
possible. 
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Security: Of course, the security of the DKE application 
and the handling of private keys are very important 
when building a DKE service. When designing a 
custom solution, you have the freedom to decide how 
to handle and manage key material, based on your 
organization’s needs. See the accompanying table  
(key store comparison), which provides a high-level 
comparison of different key store options and their 
limitations/risks. For some organizations, the use  
of HSMs is mandatory, due to internal or regulatory 
policies and guidelines. For others, a software key  
store solution may already provide an adequate level 
of security, but may result in easier maintenance and 
support.

Performance and scalability: Scalability and 
performance aspects should also be considered for 
each component included in the solution architecture. 
We highly recommend that you define sizing and 
scalability requirements, based on the expected users 
of the service, as well as volume of data/documents 
that are in scope for DKE (e.g., from current usage 
analytics for a specific classification of documents). 
Another point to consider is that scaling software is 
always easier than scaling hardware for a special 
purpose (such as HSMs).

Platform/technology: Developing a custom solution  
for DKE enables you to choose the platform and 
technologies to build and host the application, as 
long as the required decrypt and getkey APIs are 
implemented. This also comes in handy if there are 
special requirements or restrictions for operating 
critical services within your organization. 

Operations/maintenance/support: After the custom 
solution is built and deployed into production, the 
service must be maintained and supported accordingly. 
Based on the availability requirement for the DKE 
service, you must consider the potential need for 24/7 
support. Although the solution is developed in-house 
that doesn’t necessarily mean that it’s also in a data 
center operated by the same organization. The 
decision on whether to host the service internally or 
externally should be part of the overall solution design 
process and should be based on whether security 
(infrastructure and operational) and availability 
requirements can be met. 
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Custom solution: Key store comparison and options

The accompanying table provides an overview of the options for implementing the key store for a DKE service.

Hardware key store Software key store Custom key store

Description Hardware Security Models (HSM) considered as 
de facto standard and best practice to store and 
manage secret keys, such as the RSA key pairs 
required for DKE.

As an alternative to a hardware-backed key store 
(HSM), there are also solutions available that 
protect and manage cryptographic keys purely in 
software. This option may provide more flexibility 
and lower operational costs, with a tradeoff 
regarding security and protection of key material.

A completely different approach may be chosen 
to handle and manage cryptographic keys purely 
within the application/software – for example, by 
just storing keys in encrypted form into a 
database (using key derivation functions such as 
PBKDF2) or using other cryptographic methods 
like MPC. 

Attack vectors HSMs are considered temper resistant.  
In case the DKE service is compromised, 
malicious decryption operations may be 
performed impersonating the application,  
but private keys never leave the HSM module. 
Thus private key material is not compromised  
or leaked.

Considering the pure software-based protection 
of key material, this option brings an increased 
attack surface. There is a high chance that if the 
system hosting the software key store is 
compromised, private key material will also be 
compromised or leaked.

Similar to the software key store, the protection 
of private key material is purely dependent on 
technical and operational security measures that 
protect the systems handling key material. In case 
these systems are compromised, private keys can 
be leaked.

Considerations Most secure and generally most recommended 
option for hosting cryptographic keys. 

If operating a HSM in your own data center,  
a “managed HSM” or even a cloud HSM can  
be considered.

This option may be considered for deployment  
in test/dev environments, simulating standard 
crypto APIs, without the need to deploy HSM.

It may also be a valid choice if an HSM is not an 
option and a custom key store is considered too 
complex to implement.

Although it may seem an inappropriate solution, 
it could very well be a valid option, depending on 
the requirements and level of risk acceptance of 
your organization.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secure_multi-party_computation
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Recommendations regarding custom solutions

A thoughtful decision must be made to build a custom 
solution for the DKE. Although this approach brings  
a lot of design flexibility, it also brings additional 
requirements for maintenance and support when 
deployed into production. Often the decision to 
develop a custom solution is based on the requirement 
to remain in complete control over the services and 
infrastructure that are handling your organization’s 
most critical data, excluding any hosting partner or 
other service provider. This means your organization 
needs the resources (time, effort, people) and 
infrastructure to meet the availability and quality 
requirements for operating such a critical service. 

If there are no regulatory requirements to use HSMs,  
a software-based key store may be a valid option over 
a DKE solution backed by an HSM. Considering the 
trend towards microservices architectures, it may be 
advantageous to get rid of your dependency on 
specialized hardware (HSMs) in favor of higher 
availability and less administrative overhead. In 
addition, concerns may arise due to the fact that DKE 
currently only supports an RSA key length of 2048 bit, 
which is no longer recommended to be used by many 
security standards and frameworks (such as NIST, 
ENSIA, BSI). Considering the long term, a possible 
countermeasure could be a more frequent key rollover 
(e.g., every week) to reduce the risk of potential 
vulnerability by future threats. Consider, for example 
quantum computing: The less data is encrypted with a 
single key, the less damage if a key is leaked or broken.

Reference: How a quantum computer could break 2048-bit RSA 
encryption in 8 hours | MIT Technology Review 
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Summary of pros and cons: 
Custom vs. vendor solution

Custom Solution Vendor provided DKE Solution

Pros • Ability to design and implement a solution 
according to your own needs and 
requirements

• No dependency on external vendor, as 
solution can be supported internally

• Long-term support guaranteed, when 
maintained internally

• Flexibility regarding usage of key store

• “Out-of-the-box” solution, no software 
development required.

• Microsoft and partner continually expand the 
functionality and stability of the product

• More cost effective, compared with custom 
solution (initially)

• Fully integrated life cycle management of 
keys when using Thales HSM offerings

Cons • Time and effort to implement the solution

• Experience required to secure and protect the 
application and key handling (secure coding, etc.)

• Responsibility to maintain the solution, code 
and further modifications

• Dependency on vendor for critical 
infrastructure

• Dependency on supported key stores/HSMs 
(e.g., bound to a specific vendor) 

• No flexibility for customization or custom 
requirements. You need to use what the vendor 
offers with the solution.

• Dependency on vendor for maintenance and 
support (hidden costs)
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For Double Key Encryption to function correctly, there are some technical requirements that must be met: 

• Azure Information Protection Client. The newest 
version of the client is recommended. 

• Accurate licensing – e.g., Microsoft E5 Microsoft 
365 licensing guidance for security and compliance 

• Microsoft Office Apps for enterprise version 2009 
or later (Desktop versions of Word, PowerPoint, 
and Excel) on Window

• Cloud-only accounts or synchronized identities

Technical requirement 
and prerequisites

• Deployed Double Key Encryption service

• Configured Double Key Encryption label in the 
Microsoft 365 compliance cente

•  Deployed registry keys to activate Double Key 
Encryption on the clients

• Registered Double Key Encryption in  
Microsoft Azure portal
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https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=53018
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/microsoft-365-service-descriptions/microsoft-365-tenantlevel-services-licensing-guidance/microsoft-365-security-compliance-licensing-guidance
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/microsoft-365-service-descriptions/microsoft-365-tenantlevel-services-licensing-guidance/microsoft-365-security-compliance-licensing-guidance
https://compliance.microsoft.com/
https://ms.portal.azure.com/
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Like other hold-your-own encryption solutions, DKE 
has some limitations that can have a serious impact 
on usability. For example, Office Online Support 
(working in Word Online and DKE-protected 
documents) is not supported, and SharePoint Index 
and Search cannot access DKE-protected documents. 
In addition, DKE currently only supports the use of 
predefined templates (e.g., HR department) but not 
custom permissions (end user grants specific 
permissions to individual people or groups).

In addition, from a security and compliance point  
of view, there are some restrictions that should be 
evaluated, such as limitations in eDiscovery or 
malware scanning of DKE-encrypted attachments  
in emails.

Lessons learned and limitations

As things stand, DKE does not support email, MacOS 
or mobile devices. Customers with Office Professional 
Plus should consider when and how to switch to 
Microsoft Office Apps for enterprise, as this version 
 is currently not supported.

Microsoft is constantly working to expand the 
functionality and unsupported platforms. In  
general, a Microsoft design change request should 
be considered in order to ask for missing features. 
We’re curious to see what the next functional 
enhancements will bring.

Since the implementation of the product involves 
many pitfalls, we recommend you work with an 
experienced partner who can support you in a 
goal-oriented way.
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